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Abstract
Sensor networks have emerged as a promising tool for monitoring (and possibly actuating)
the physical world; utilizing self-organizing networks of battery-powered wireless sensors
that can sense, process, and communicate. In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), energy is a
critical resource; hence power efficient routing protocols is necessary for data transmission in
order to extend the network lifetime. Recently number of efficient chain based protocols has
been proposed for WSNs routing. These routing protocols have achieved lowest consumed
energy and delay. However, fault-tolerance was not considered in these protocols. Since node
failures are inevitable in WSNs due to the harsh deployment environment, nodes mobility,
etc. Therefore, fault tolerance is a must for successful routing protocols. In this paper, fault
tolerance is incorporated for chain based routing protocols. More specifically, two techniques
for fault detection and fault recovery for chain based routing protocols are proposed. The two
techniques employ the same strategy for fault detection. However, the recovery strategy is
different for the two techniques. The first technique overcomes the fault by having every
predecessor node to a failed node instead of sending its data to the failed node forward it to
the successor node of the failed node. The second technique gets around the fault by choosing
a backup node for the faulty from the neighboring chain closest the sink which satisfies
minimum energy consumption. The fault detection phase of the two proposed protocols may
be applied at each data round or at varying intervals as dedicated by the application and the
environment in which the WSN is deployed. The simulation results indicate that the two
proposed protocols achieved fault tolerance efficiently (energy and time wise) for a single
node failure at each chain.
Keywords: Chains, Clustering, Fault tolerant, Routing Protocols, Wireless Sensor Network.

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have received significant attention in recent years due
to their potential applications in military sensing, disaster management, traffic surveillance,
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health care, environment monitoring, building structures monitoring, etc. [1]. A WSN is a
self-organized network that consists of a large number of sensor nodes; each node has limited
resources in terms of CPU power, size of memory, and storage capacity. Moreover, this type
of network encounters power constraints because sensor nodes need a battery to operate
properly [2]. WSNs are deployed in harsh physical environment where it is impossible to
charge or replace the batteries of these sensor nodes. Also the sensor nodes can fail due to the
hazardous environment deployed in or their mobility or drop in their energy level. Therefore,
it is essential to design communication network protocols for those WSNs which incorporate
fault tolerance of some kind and efficiently utilize the energy sources of the sensor nodes.
Many routing protocols have been proposed in the literature to prolong the lifetime of the
sensor nodes. LEACH (low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy) [3][4][5] has been the first
hierarchical cluster-based routing protocol for WSN. The use of LEACH protocol achieved
an eight times improvement over the direct transmission protocol. Its main disadvantage is
due to heavy usage of cluster heads “typically cluster heads die at an early stage” [6]. The
cluster head nodes carry heavier traffic loads, therefore, these nodes would deplete their
energy faster, leading to what is known as energy holes or sometimes called the hot spot
problem [7].
PEGASIS (Power-Efficient gathering in Sensor Information Systems) has been
introduced in [8][9][10].It is a near optimal protocol for high rate data gathering applications
in WSNs. The key idea of the PEGASIS protocol is the formation of a chain among the
sensor nodes so that each node will receive from and transmit to a close neighbor. Gathered
data moves from node to node, get fused, and eventually a designated node transmits it to the
Base Station (BS).
CCM (Chain-Cluster based mixed routing) protocol [11] makes full use of the
advantages of LEACH and PEGASIS, and provides improved performance over both of
them. CCM protocol mainly divides a WSN into a number of chains and runs in two phases.
In the first phase, sensor nodes in each chain transmit data to their own chain head nodes in
parallel, using an improved chain routing protocol. In the second phase, all chain head nodes
grouped as a cluster in a self-organized manner, where they transmit fused data to a voted
cluster head using the cluster based routing.
An efficient CCBRP routing protocol for WSNs has been proposed in [12] to achieve
both minimum energy consumption and minimum delay. The CCBRP protocol mainly
divided a WSN into a number of chains (Greedy algorithm is used to form each chain as in
PEGSIS protocol) and executed in two phases. In the first phase, sensor nodes in each chain
transmit gathered data to their chain leader nodes in parallel. In the second phase, all chain
leader nodes form a chain, (also, using Greedy algorithm) choose randomly a leader node,
and all chain leader nodes send their data to the randomly chosen leader node. Then this
chosen leader node fuses the data and forwards it to the BS.
One characteristic of wireless sensor networks is its high sensor failure probability either
due to out of power or physical failure. In addition, it is very difficult if not impossible to
replace the failed sensors. After some sensors fail, there will be some holes in the sensor
network which block the routing. Thus, the routing protocols for wireless sensor networks
should provide some degree of fault tolerance. In other words, the routing protocols should be
able to by-pass such hole and prevent its enlargement. Therefore, fault tolerance is necessary
for proper functioning of WSNs. In all the above mention protocols, fault-tolerance was not
considered, so if a node fails due to mobility or drop in its energy or hazardous environment
the data packets of this node as well as all the nodes in the chain preceding this failed node
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will be lost can never be recovered.
The paper is organized as follows. Review for previous works related to fault tolerant
routing protocols for wireless sensor networks is given in Section 2. The two proposed chain
based fault tolerant for single fault per chain are presented in Section3. The proposed
protocols complexity is presented in section 4. The simulation results for the two proposed
chain based fault tolerant protocols for routing in WSNs and popular chain based routing
protocols without providing fault tolerance are reported in Section 5. The conclusion of this
research is given in Section 6.
2.

Related Work

WSNs consist of tiny sensor nodes that are deploy in harsh environment, the sensor node
has limited energy and it is very difficult to recharge so the node can be faulty due to loss of
power or physical failure. Thus Fault tolerance is very important if not essential in WSNs. In
This section we present a brief review of prior studies related to fault tolerant routing
protocols.
Recently, a Fault Tolerant Trajectory Clustering (FTTC) for selecting cluster heads in
WSNs [13] has been introduced. The FTTC protocol selects the cluster heads based on traffic
which is changed periodically. Up to our knowledge, it is mainly the first technique in the
literature for selecting the cluster heads to alleviate the hot spot problem and hence
prolonging the networks lifetime [13].
In [14] a fault-tolerant clustering protocol for WSNs which is a run-time recovery
mechanism based on consensus of healthy gateways is presented to detect and handle faults
in one faulty gateway. It is a two-phased protocol; detection and recovery mechanism.
Detection is achieved through Status updates message sent from a gateway to inform all the
gateways whereabouts of the rest of the clusters in the system. When a gateway “A” does not
receive an update message from another gateway “B”, “A” considers “B” to be faulty. A gate
way should not be considered completely failed until all the gateways in the network are
unable to communicate with it. Once the gateways reach a consensus about the presence of a
fault, the next step is to identify the type of faults and allocate other sensors to replace the
failed gateway node. The status message is parsed to extract the identity of sensors that
cannot communicate with the replacing gateway due to range faults in the gateways.
Furthermore, when a gateway is identified as completely failed all the data packets of the
sensors in its cluster are recovered.
Hong Min et al. [15] have proposed a smart checkpointing scheme for improving the
reliability and reducing the recovery latency of clustering routing protocols. Mainly in this
protocol, a cluster head sends routing and the collected data information to backup nodes,
which periodically updates the state of its cluster head. If a cluster head is in transient fault,
then one of the backup nodes detects the cluster head failure and the backup node takes on
the role of its cluster head. Using checkpointing, clusters can quickly recover from a transient
fault of cluster heads by omitting re-election of the faulty cluster head and preventing loss of
the collected information [15].
In this paper, we propose two chain based fault tolerant routing protocols to detect faulty
sensor nodes and recover data supposed to be sent through those detected faulty sensor nodes
to the BS in clustering WSNs. More specifically, two techniques are proposed for the
detection of faulty sensor nodes and the recovery from the detected faults; one for both single
chain and chain-chain WSNs while the other only for chain-chain WSNs. The two proposed
81
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techniques employ the same strategy for fault detection; every node sends a notifying
message to its next neighboring node in its chain, if it is alive it replies with a ready message
else the notifying node deduces that its next neighboring node is faulty. However, the
recovery strategy is different for the two proposed techniques. The first technique ( for single
chain and chain-chain WSNs) overcomes the fault by having every sensor node neighboring
to a failed sensor node sends its data packets to the successor sensor node of the failed node
in its chain instead of the failed sensor node itself. The second technique (only for chainchain WSNs) gets around the fault by choosing the node which satisfies minimum energy
consumption from the closest neighboring chain to replace the faulty node. The performed
simulation illustrates that the two proposed techniques provided fault tolerance for a single
node failure in each chain at a very small cost energy and time wise.
3.

The Proposed Fault-Tolerant Protocols

In this section, we present the details of the two proposed chain based fault tolerant
protocols for single faulty node in each chain of clustering WSNs. The two proposed
techniques provide fault tolerance in two phases; detection and recovery.
3.1 Detection Phase
In the detection phase of the chain based fault tolerant protocols; each sensor node in
every chain of the clustered WSN sends a NOTIFY message to its successor neighbor sensor
node in its chain. If the notified successor sensor node is alive it replies with a READY
message, else the notifying node deduces that its successor neighbor sensor node in its chain
is Faulty. Fig.1 illustrates a clustering WSN with fifty nodes; divided into five chains each
chain contains ten nodes. Every node in each of the five chains except the faulty ones sends
two messages and receives two. It sends a NOTIFY message to its successor node and
READY message to its predecessor in its chain. The two received messages are a NOTIFY
message from its predecessor node and a READY message from its successor node in its
chain. It is clear from Fig.1that faulty sensor nodes do not send NOTIFY messages but
receive NOTIFY messages, however, they never receive or send READY messages.

Figure 1. Transferred messages between sensor nodes for the fault detection phase of the proposed protocols.
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3.1.1

Pseudo Code Of The Detection Phase

In this section pseudo codes of the detection phase for the two proposed chain based fault
tolerant protocols are given. Let C be the number of chains in the WSN under consideration,
Nc is the number of nodes in each chain, and LCI is the leader of Chain I.Figs.2 and 3
respectively present pseudo codes for the detection phase of the proposed chain based fault
tolerant protocols for a single chain and chain-chain clustering WSNs.
Case LC:
C (0): the first node of the chain
For j=Nc-1:0
CI (j) sends a NOTIFY message To CI (j-1)
If (CI (j-1) is alive)
Then CI (j-1) Send READY Message To CI (j)
Else CI (j-1) is Faulty
End if
End For
C (Nc-1): the Last node of the chain
For j=0:Nc-1
C(j) sends a NOTIFY message To C(j+1)
If (C(j+1) is alive)
Then C(j+1) Sends a READY Message To C(j)
Else C(j+1) is Faulty
End if
End For
C(1..Nc- 2): all the intermediate nodes of the chain
For j=Nc-1: index of a leader node
C(j) sends a NOTIFY message To C(j-1)
If (C(j-1) is alive)
Then C (j-1) Sends a READY Message To C(j)
Else C (j-1) is Faulty
End if
End For
For j=0: index of leader node
C(j) sends a NOTIFY message To C(j+1)
If (C(j+1) is alive)
Then C(j+1) Sends a READY Message To C(j)
Else C(j+1) is Faulty
End if
End For
End Case
End For
Figure 2. Pseudo code for the detection phase of a single chain fault tolerant protocol.

For I=0: C-1
Case LCI:
CI (0): the first node of CI
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For j=Nc-1:0
CI (j) sends a NOTIFY message To CI (j-1)
If (CI (j-1) is alive)
Then CI(j-1) Sends a READY Message To CI (j)
Else CI (j-1) is Faulty
End if
End For
CI(Nc-1): the Last node of CI
For j=0:Nc-1
CI(j) sends a NOTIFY message To CI(j+1)
If (CI(j+1) is alive)
Then CI(j+1) sends a READY Message To CI(j)
Else CI(j+1) is Faulty
End if
End For
CI(1..Nc- 2): all the intermediate nodes of CI
For j=Nc-1: index of a leader node
CI(j) sends a NOTIFY message To CI(j-1)
If (CI(j-1) is alive)
Then CI (j-1) sends a READY Message To CI(j)
Else CI(j-1) is Faulty
End if
End For
For j=0:index of leader node
CI(j) sends a NOTIFY message To CI(j+1)
If (CI(j+1) is alive)
Then CI(j+1) sends a READY Message To CI(j)
Else CI(j+1) is Faulty
End if
End For
End Case
End For
Figure 3. Pseudo code for the detection phase of the proposed fault tolerant for Multi-chain WSNs.

3.2 Recovery Phase
The two versions for the recovery phase for the two proposed chain based fault
tolerant routing protocols are given next. In order to recover the data packets that supposed to
be send by the faulty sensor node we present two techniques to achieve the desired fault
tolerance with minimum costs (energy and time delay). The first proposed recovery technique
redirects the data packets that are supposed to go through the faulty sensor node on their way
to the base station to bypass the faulty node to its successor node instead. This recovery
technique is used for both single chain and chain-chain clustered WSNs. The second
proposed recovery technique chooses a backup node for the faulty node from its neighboring
chain closer to the base station which satisfies minimum energy consumption to redirect the
data packets that are supposed to go through that faulty node.
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3.2.1

Recovery of the First Proposed Protocol

There are three types of nodes according to their positions in the chain (terminal,
intermediate, and leader) and hence they require different treatments by the proposed
protocol. The first chain based fault tolerant routing protocol handles the recovery of the three
different faulty nodes as follows:
1. The faulty node is a terminal node; this faulty sensor node will not be able to sense,
collect or receive data. In other words the data that are supposed to be collected by this
node will be lost and not included in the data packets sent to the base station.
2. Faulty node is an intermediate node; this is the easiest and most probable case. The
predecessor node of the faulty node sends its data packets to the successor node of the
faulty node.
3. Faulty node is a leader node; this is the worst case for node failure because without the
proposed protocol, the data packets of the whole chain for which the faulty node is its
leader will be lost. If the WSN under consideration has a single chain both the
predecessor and the successor of the leader faulty node send their data packets directly to
the base. However, if the WSN under consideration has multi-chains; the two nodes
neighboring of the faulty leader node as well as the leader node of the previous chain send
their data to the leader of the next neighboring chain (i.e., the leader that the faulty leader
node is supposed to sends its data packets to).
In all the above three cases the base station is able to identify the faulty nodes in the
WSN under consideration. The identity of each of the faulty nodes is detected by the base
station since the data packets are stamped with the identities of the nodes originally collecting
the data. For fast recovery of the data to be collected by the faulty nodes the base station
sends messages to search for replacements in the neighborhoods of the faulty nodes to wake
up nearby nodes or order a new deployment.
3.2.2

Recovery of the Second Proposed Protocol

The second recovery technique tolerates a single faulty node per chain in a multiple
chained clustered WSNs. A backup node which satisfies minimum energy consumption is
chosen from the neighboring chain closer to the base station to replace each of the faulty
nodes. Similar to the first recovery protocol, there are three types of nodes (terminal,
intermediate, and leader) each of which requires different treatment by the second proposed
recovery protocol as follows:
1. The faulty node is a terminal node (the same treatment as in the first protocol); this faulty
sensor node is not being able to sense or collect data and therefore no data is sent or
received by this faulty terminal node. In other words the data that supposed to be
collected by this faulty node will be lost and never send to the base station.
2. The faulty node is an intermediate node; the predecessor of the faulty node sends its data
to a backup node from the neighboring chain closest to the base station which achieves
minimum energy consumption, then the backup node sends the received data packets to
the successor of the faulty node.
3. The faulty node is a leader node (this is the worst case scenario); the leader node that
supposed to send its data packets to the faulty leader node in normal situations chooses
either the predecessor or the successor of the faulty leader node; the one node which
achieves minimum energy consumption and sends its data packets to it. Then both the
predecessor and the successor of the faulty leader node send their data packets as well as
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the data packets received from the leader node that supposed to send its data packets in
the normal situations to the faulty leader node to the leader of the neighboring chain
closest to the base station.
Similarly, as in the first recovery protocol the base station is capable of identifying the
faulty nodes and searching for replacements by waking up nodes in the neighborhood of the
faulty nodes or ordering new deployment.
3.3 Illustrative Example
To clarify the two proposed fault tolerant routing protocols; a network with 100 nodes,
five chains is used. Fig. 4 illustrates all the possible types of nodes (terminal, intermediate,
and leader) and their corresponding failures and how they are detected and tolerated using the
two proposed chain based protocols. Accordingly there are five distinguishable cases:

Figure 4. Data detection and recovery for all types of nodes (terminal, intermediate, and leader) failures using
the two proposed fault tolerant protocols.

Case1: The faulty node is a terminal node (see Fig. 4 node 1of chain1). This case
requires the same action from the two proposed fault tolerant protocols. No data is sensed and
therefore no data sent to the neighbor node or the leader node of this chain. By the end of this
round, the base station would receive all the WSN’s collected data. Then it discovers that the
data of the first node of chain 1 is missing and deduces that this node is faulty. Accordingly,
the BS can replace this faulty node by assigning another node to take over.
Case2: The faulty node is a chain leader (see Fig.4 node 5 of chain 2). Therefore
according to the first proposed fault tolerant protocol leader of the previous chain ( node 5 of
chain 1) sends its data to the leader of chain next to the chain of the faulty leader node (node
5 of chain 3). Also the predecessor and successor neighbors of the faulty leader send their
data packets to the leader of the chain next to the chain of the faulty leader node as well.
Case3: The faulty node is an intermediate node (see Fig. 4 node 9 of chain 3) however;
its predecessor neighbor (node 10) does not have enough energy to send its data packets to
the successor neighbor (node 8) of the faulty node. Thus according to the second proposed
fault tolerant protocol the predecessor neighbor (node 10) of the faulty node sends its data
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packets to a chosen backup node (node 9 of chain 4) which satisfies minimum energy
consumption from the next neighboring chain to send on its behave its data packets to the
successor (node 8 of chain 3) of the faulty node.
Case4: The faulty node is a leader node of chain (see Fig. 4 node 5 of chain 4).
According to the second proposed fault tolerant protocol the leader of the previous chain
(chain 3)sends its data packets to either node 4 or node 6 of chain5;the one which achieves
minimum energy consumption. Then the chosen neighbor (node 6 of chain 4) of the faulty
leader node fuses its data packets with the data packets of the leader of the previous chain to
the leader node of the following chain (node 5 of chain 5). The other neighbor (node 5 of
chain 4) of the faulty leader also sends its data to the leader of the following chain (chain 5).
Case5: The faulty node is an intermediate node (see Fig. 4 node 3 of chain 5). The
predecessor neighbor (node 2) has enough energy. Therefore according to the first proposed
protocol, node 2sends its data packets to the successor of the faulty node (node 4).
Figs. 5, 6, and 7 respectively present the recovery phase of the proposed fault tolerant
routing protocols for clustering WSNs with a single chain, multi-chain when nodes of the
WSNs have enough energy to bypass the faulty node to its successor (first protocol), and
multi-chain when the WSNs nodes do not have enough energy to bypass the faulty node to its
successor (second protocol).

a.

Fault Tolerance Single Chain based protocols recovery phase
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b.

Send_FT_SingleChain_From_ChainEnd_To_ChainLeader method

c.

Send_FT_SingleChain_From_ChainStart_To_ChainLeader method
Figure 5. Flowchart for the recovery phase of a single chain fault tolerant routing protocol.
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a.

First fault tolerance multi chain based routing protocol recovery phase.
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b.

Send_FT1_MultiChain_From_ChainEnd_To_ChainLeader method

c.

Send__FT1_MultiChain_From_ChainStart_To_ChainLeader method

d.

Send_FT1_MultiChain_From_leaders_ChainEnd_To_Main_Leader method
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e.

Send_FT1_MultiChain_From_leaders_ChainStart_To_Main_Leader method
Figure 6. Flowchart of recovery phase of first fault tolerance multi chain based routing protocol.
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a.

Second fault tolerance multi chain based routing protocol Recovery Algorithm
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b.

Construct_Backup_chain method

c.

Send_FT2_MultiChain_From_ChainStart_To_ChainLeader method
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d.

Send_FT2_MultiChain_From_ChainEnd_To_ChainLeader method

e.

Send_FT2_MultiChain_From_leaders_ChainEnd_To_Main_Leader method
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f.

Send_FT2_MultiChain_From_leaders_ChainStart_To_Main_Leader method
Figure 7. Flowchart for recovery phase Second fault tolerance multi-chain based routing protocol.

3.4 Fault Coverage
In literature, fault coverage is defined as the ability of the system to detect and recover
from the occurrence of fault(s) during normal system’s operation [11].A more specific
definition for the fault coverage is the ratio of detected faults to total faults. For example, if
the total number of faults is 200 butonly143 faults are detected the fault coverage is % 71.5.In
this we have treated only single faulty node per chain and our goal is to show the percentage
of multiple fault coverage achieved by it as well. The probability of r faulty nodes among Nc
nodes in a chain with failure probability q is given by the binomial probability B(r: Nc, q).
𝑟
𝑁𝑐−𝑟
B(r: Nc, q) =( 𝑁𝑐
𝑟 )𝑞 (1 − 𝑞)

(1)

Thus the total number of faults due to r faulty nodes among the Nc nodes can be written
as:

Nc choose r= (Nc!) / (r! (Nc - r)!)

(2)

More specifically, for Nc=20 (the number of nodes in each chain) and q is the probability
of an error in a node; the probability of faults due to two faulty nodes among the Nc nodes
can be written as:
2
18
B(2 :20, q) =( 20
2 )𝑞 (1 − 𝑞)

(3)

And the number of faults due to double node failure in a chain of twenty nodes is:
20 choose 2= (20!) / (2!(18)!) = 190.

(4)

The two proposed chain based fault tolerant routing for single node failure in each chain
without any modification are capable of recovering from all double non-adjacent node
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failures in a given chain. However, the number of adjacent nodes in a given chain of Nc
nodes is Nc -1. Thus the percentage of fault coverage for double faults of the two proposed
for single node failure in each chain without any modification is:
100 ((Nc!) / (2! (Nc - 2)!)) – (Nc-1))/ (Nc!)/(2! (Nc - 2)!)).

(5)

For instance, for the case where Nc = 20 and two nodes failed in the same chain; there are
190 different combinations of two failed nodes in the same chain. Thus percentage of covered
double faulty nodes in the same chain by the two proposed protocols is:
((190 -19) /190) = 90%.

(6)

4. Complexity of the proposed protocols
For any protocol to achieve fault tolerance there is overhead time and expended
energy involved. In this section we analyze the complexity of the two proposed fault tolerant
routing protocols. The complexity of algorithms usually analyzed with respect to two aspects
time and space. However, for WSNs routing protocols expended energy is very valuable in
order to extend the network life time. Therefore, in our analysis we consider overhead time
and expended energy for three scenarios; best case, average case, and worst case. The two
proposed protocols adopt the same strategy for fault detection phase; therefore, the recovery
phase is the determinate for the preference between the two proposed protocols. The
complexity analysis is provided for best case, worst case and average case.
To ease the complexity analysis of the two proposed fault tolerant routing protocols some
notation is given below:
N is the number of nodes in the WSN under consideration,
C is the number of chains in the WSN under consideration,
Nc is the number of nodes in each chain.
ETx (k, d) is the energy required to transmit message of size K distance d,
K is the message size in bits, equals 2048bits for data,
d is the distance between two nodes,
ERx(k) is the energy required to receive on a message,
Eelec is the electrical energy = 50 nJ/bit,
Eamp= 100 pJ/bit/m2 for the transmitter amplifier,
Ed is the energy expended for fault detection, and
Et is total energy required for fault detection and fault recovering.
4.1 Overhead Time
The overhead time for the two proposed fault tolerant routing protocols is the sum of
the extra time required by the proposed protocols to detect the faults and recovery data
packets. Due to the data packets collection nature of the two proposed protocols there is no
overhead time imposed by the recovery phase. Therefore, the overhead for the two proposed
fault tolerant routing protocols is only due to the fault detection phase of the protocols. Since
both protocols have identical fault detection phase and no overhead time is required by the
recovery phase. Thus both the two proposed protocols incur the same overhead time. The
overhead time of the detection phase is mainly the time required to transmit two messages;
NOTIFY and READY messages, each has a size of five bytes (40 bits). It is assumed here as
in [12] that the time required to transmit a data packet of k bits between any two neighboring
nodes in a chain is one time unit. The two messages; NOTIFY and READY for fault
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detection phase are sent from both sides of each chain sequential from node to its successor
neighbor but simultaneously through all the chains of the WSN. Thus the overhead time for
the fault detection phase and hence the overhead time for the two proposed fault tolerant
routing protocols is given by:
(2* 40/(2048))*(Nc/2)

(7)

4.2 Expended Energy
The energy expended to detect a faulty node in the two proposed fault tolerant protocols
does not depend on the node type. Therefore, there is a one to one corresponds between the
number of messages sent and the energy expended. In the fault detection phase of the two
proposed protocols; every node except terminal nodes sends two messages a NOTIFY
message to its successor node and a READY message for its predecessor node. Terminal
nodes send only NOTIFY messages to their successor nodes. So the total number of messages
required for the fault detection phase of the two proposed fault tolerant protocols is:
2*C*(NC-2). Accordingly, the total amount of expended energy by the fault detection phase
of the two proposed protocols is:
Ed =2* (ETx (k, d)+ERx(k))*C*(NC – 2)

(8)

Where ETx (k, d) and ERx(k))are as given in [6] to be:
ETx (k, d) = Eelec*k + Eamp* k* d^2 , and ERx(k) = Eelec*k
4.2.1

(9)

First Proposed Protocol Expended Energy

The two proposed fault tolerant routing protocols adopt the same strategy for the
detection phase. Thus the amount of expended energy for the detection phase of the first
proposed fault tolerant routing protocol is as given in (8). The expended energy for the
recovery phase for the first proposed fault tolerant routing protocol depends on the type of
faulty node (terminal, intermediate or leader). There are three distinguishable cases (best,
worst, and average).
1.

Best Case

The minimum amount of expended energy for the two proposed protocols occurs when
the faulty node is a terminal node. In this case, there is no expended energy for recover phase.
Therefore, the total amount of expended energy is due to the detection phase of the protocol
which is:
Et = Ed + Er = Ed = 2* (ETx (k, d)+ERx(k))*C*(NC – 2)
2.

(10)

Worst Case

The worst case for the expended energy of the recovery phase for the first proposed
protocol occurs when every other chain leader node is faulty. If all chain leader nodes are
faulty, a new deployment is required the occurrence of this situation is very rare. The
expended energy by the first proposed fault tolerant routing protocol for the recovery phase
is:
Er= (C/2) * (ETx (k, 2d) + 2 * ETx (k, sqr(2)*d) - 4 * ETx (k, d))

(11)

Thus total expended energy by the first proposed fault tolerant routing protocol is:
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Et =2*(ETx (k, d)+ERx(k))*C*(NC–2) + (C/2) * (ETx (k, 2d) + 2 * ETx (k, sqr(2)*d) - 4 * ETx (k, d)) (12)
3.

Average Case

The average case scenario for the expended energy for the recovery phase happens
when one intermediate is faulty in one half of the WSN chains. In this case the amount of
expended energy for recovery can be written as:
Er= (C/2)*(ETx (k, 2d) - 2 * ETx (k, d))

(13)

Thus the total amount of expended energy for the first proposed fault tolerant protocol is
the sum of the expended energy for the detection phase plus the expended energy to recover
from an intermediate faulty node, which is:
Et= Ed+ Er = 2* (ETx (k, d)+ERx(k))*C*(NC – 2) + (C/2)*(ETx (k, 2d) - 2 * ETx (k, d))
4.2.2

(14)

Second Proposed Protocol Expended Energy

Similar to the first proposed fault tolerant routing protocol, three are three distinguishable
cases (best, worst, and average) for the expended energy by the recovery phase of the second
proposed protocol.
1.

Best Case

The best case for the recovery phase of the second proposed fault tolerant is identical to
the best case for the recovery phase of the first proposed fault tolerant routing protocol.
Therefore, there is no expended energy for the recovery phase of the proposed protocol.
Hence, the total expended energy for the second proposed protocol is only due to the
detection phase of the protocol and given in (8).
2.

Worst Case

The worst case for the recovery phase of the second proposed protocol happens when
every other chain leader node is faulty in the WSN under consideration. If all chain leader
nodes are faulty this situation necessitates a new deployment and this rarely happens. The
expended energy for the recovery phase in this case can be written as:
Er= (C/2) * (4* ETx (k, sqr(2)*d) - 4 * ETx (k, d))

(15)

Thus the total amount of expended energy by the second protocol becomes:
Et= Ed+ Er = 2* (ETx (k, d)+ERx(k))*C*(NC – 2) + (C/2) * (4* ETx (k, sqr(2)*d) - 4 * ETx (k, d)) (16)
3.

Average Case

The average case for the recovery phase of the second proposed protocol occurs when
one intermediate node in half of the chains of the WSN under consideration are faulty. The
expended energy for recovery by the second proposed protocol is:
Er= (C/2) * (ETx (k,sqrt(2)*d)) - ETx (k, d))

(17)

Et= Ed+ Er = 2* (ETx (k, d)+ERx(k))*C*(NC – 2) + (C/2) * (ETx (k,sqrt(2)*d)) - ETx (k, d))

(18)
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5. Simulation Results
In this section, we provide experimental results to illustrate the applicability and
efficiency of the two proposed fault tolerant routing protocols. More precisely, the first
proposed fault tolerant routing protocol applied to both PEGASIS and CCBRP protocols.
While the second proposed fault tolerant routing protocol due to its nature applied only to the
CCBRP protocol. The simulation has been performed on a network consisted of one hundred
sensor nodes, five chains each chain has twenty nodes, a coverage area of hundred by
hundred and the base station is located at (50,300).Each sensor node is assumed to have an
initial energy of one joule. We have randomly injected the simulation network with one fault
per a chain.
The PEGASIS [12] protocol without applying the proposed fault tolerant consumed
0.0268J per round. Applying the proposed fault tolerant routing protocol on PEGASIS results
in 0.001J consumed per round for fault detection, and 0.0004J for fault recovery. Thus the
PEGSIS protocol consumed 0.0282J per round for both data transmission and fault tolerance.
It is concluded from the simulation that our proposed protocol has expended 0.0014J to
tolerate a single node failure. Hence, the percentage of the expended energy by our proposed
protocol is 5.22% of the energy expended to transmit data with any fault tolerance. As for
overhead time, the simulated network has 100 nodes without our proposed protocol data
transmission consumed 100 time units. Our proposed protocol required 1.95 time units for
detection and none for recovery. Therefore, the percentage of the overhead time by our
proposed protocol for the PEGASIS protocol is 1.95%.
The simulation result for the CCBRP protocol without applying any of the two proposed
fault tolerance protocols indicates that the energy consumed per round is 0.028636J. The
detection phase of the two proposed protocols for the CCBRP protocol consumed 0.00008J
per round. Applying the first proposed protocol on CCBRP protocol indicates that 0.000014J
expended for recovery. Thus the percentage of the expended energy by the first proposed
protocol for the CCBRP protocol for fault tolerance is 0.17%. The expended energy as a
result of applying the second proposed fault tolerant protocol to the CCBRP protocol is
0.00088J. Therefore the percentage of the expended energy for fault tolerance by the second
proposed protocol is 3.07%. The overhead time for applying either of the two proposed
protocols to the CCBRP protocol is 0.39 time units. Thus the percentage of the overhead
delay as a result of applying each of the two proposed fault tolerant protocol to the CCBRP
protocol is 1.56%.
Table 1. The Time and Energy consumed by LEACH, PEGASIS, CCM, CCBRP, FT PEGASIS, FT CCBRP1,
and FT CCBRP 2 protocols.

Routing Protocols
LEACH
PEGASIS
CCM
CCBRP
FT PEGASIS
FT CCBRP 1
FT CCBRP 2

Consumed Energy per
round in joule
0.21
0.0268
0.067
0.028636
0.028171
0.02873
0.02952

Transmission time per
round in time units
25
100
25
25
101.95
25.39
25.39

99

Energy ×
Transmission time
5.25
2.68
1.68
0.72
2.87

0.73
.75
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Figure 8. Performance comparisons for LEACH, PEGASIS, CCM, CCBRP, FT CCBRP1, FT CCBRP2 and FT
PEGASIS protocols.

In order to show the efficiency of the two proposed fault tolerant protocols a comparison
is conducted (see Table 1 and Fig. 8) for chain clustered routing protocols with and without
applying the two proposed protocols. It is clear from both Table 1 and Fig. 8 that PEGASIS,
CCBRP, FT PEGASIS, FT CCBRP1, and FT CCBRP2 have the lowest expended energy.
While the lowest expended energy achieved by CCM, CCBRP, FT CCBRP1, and FT CCBP2.
Protocols CCBRP, FT CCBRP1, and FT CCBP2 have the best time energy product of all
protocols. Also, the overhead for either of the two proposed fault tolerant for PEGASIS and
CCBRP is very small compared with the result of the best protocols without providing fault
tolerance. Moreover, the energy and time consumed by the two proposed fault tolerant for
PEGASIS and CCBRPs for a single sensor failure per a chain is far less than similar
protocols (LEACH, PEGASIS, and CCM) without any fault tolerance. Therefore, significant
advantages can be gained using the either of the two proposed fault tolerant for chain
clustered wireless sensor networks when node failures are expected.
6.

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented two chain base fault tolerant protocols. The two
protocols achieve fault tolerance with little extra energy and small delay over the same
protocol without providing any fault tolerance. The two protocols employ the same strategy
for fault detection; every node sends a NOTIFY message to its successor neighbor node, if
the neighbor node is alive it replies with a READY message, otherwise, the node sending the
NOTIFY message recognizes that its successor neighbor node is dead. However, the recovery
strategy is different for the two protocols. The first protocol, FT_1, overcomes the faulty node
by having every node predecessor to a failed node sends its data to the successor neighbor of
the faulty node instead of the failed node itself. The second protocol, FT_2, gets around the
faulty node by choosing a backup node which satisfies minimum energy consumption to
replace it from a neighboring chain. The experimental results demonstrate that the energy
consumption of either the two proposed fault tolerance protocols for a single faulty node per
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chain is almost as same as for the PEGASIS and the CCBRP protocols without any fault
tolerance. Moreover, the two proposed protocols for single node failure without any
modification provide 90% fault coverage for double node failure in any chain. Therefore,
significant advantages can be gained using the proposed protocol chain based clustered
wireless sensor networks when node failures are expected. It worth noting that the fault
detection and recovery phases for both the two proposed protocols do not have to be applied
at each data round. It can be applied in varying intervals depending on the application and the
environment in which the chain based clustered WSN is deployed.
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